
#

10

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5100 195 4.53 1.59 30 9 1/4 32.5 6.96 4.32 122" 14

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Athletic Ability, Release vs. Off Coverage, Separation Quickness due to Athletic Ability and 
Mental Processing, Hands, Competitive Toughness, Yards After Catch        

WORST

Slot WR

Any scheme that runs 10 and 11 personnel often and utilizes his abilities with Option 
routes in short and intermediate areas of the field.

2018: None reported, 2017: Week 9 Rib injury (Missed no time), 2016: Week 14 
Concussion (Missed Week 14), 2015: None reported   

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

4th year WR who has started in 17 of 60 games including 10 of 16 in 2018. 3rd year in Todd Monken’s system
where he primarily lined up in the Slot, running short and intermediate routes. Adequate height and weight,
with a lean build and short arms, displays good athletic ability due to a good combination of acceleration,
quickness, agility and short area burst. Good release against Off coverage due to good acceleration and burst
to get off the LOS and get to top speed in an instant, uses good quickness to avoid Press coverage and reroutes
throughout stem. Very good separation quickness at the top of his routes, runs hard stems, good ability to
read DB techniques and manipulate their hips into opening one direction and has the suddenness, short area
burst, and quickness to make quick sharp cuts in any direction specifically on Dig, Out, Curl, and Comeback
routes, very good using single and double moves to create seperation from all DBs, and good mental
processing when reading coverages and being able to beat Zone coverage by finding and hitting the holes and
seams in coverage. The combination of very good seperation quickness through athletic ability and ability to
read coverages results in very good play speed in short and intermediate areas of the field. Displays good
competitive toughness with the courage to continuously run routes into the middle of the field and in traffic
even after taking a hit. Has good hands due to good concentration, ability to track the football, and displays a
natural and fluid ability to catch the ball with his hands away from his body, demonstrates good competitive
toughness, functional strength, and body control coming down with the ball even after taking a big hit from a
defender, and has good ability to adjust to balls thrown out in front due to good burst and acceleration to get
to the ball, and when balls are thrown low to the ground, solid at high pointing the ball due to good ability to
track the ball, solid jumping ability, and solid timing of his jumps. Good yards after catch due to good
acceleration and suddenness to quickly get upfield after the catch, uses good athletic ability to make
defenders miss in the open field, good competitive toughness and solid functional strength with the ball in his
hands will put his shoulder down and pick up extra yards physically. Displays good mental processing

understanding yards needed for a first down on critical third downs, good ability to adjust body and position
himself to pick up the first down, and is extremely reliable in these situations. Adequate release when facing
good or better Press corners who have length and good Jam technique at the LOS, when they are able to get
their hands on him he struggles to establish himself in his stem, due to adequate physicality in route running,
adequate technique and use of hands, and adequate functional strength to beat a Jam and physical reroutes
throughout stem. Struggles to create separation vertically on deep routes due to adequate long speed, will not
be able to burn defenses deep down the field. Adequate run blocking ability due to adequate technique and
adequate strength when blocking solid or better DBs and LBs. Overall, is a reliable and tough starting Slot WR
that you can win with. He is most valuable in an offense that allows him to run Option routes due to his ability
to read coverages and find holes in Zone coverage, and his quickness, suddenness, and short area burst to
create separation on short and intermediate routes. Lacks the size, physicality, and strength in his route
running to win against physical and long Press corners once they get their hands on him, and the long speed
to beat coverage vertically.           
          
          
          

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

60
Games Started

17
Games Won

Size, Release when Jammed at the LOS, Long Speed, Run Blocking        

PROJECTION Starting Slot WR that you can win with. He is most valuable in an offense that allows him 
to run Option routes due to his ability to read coverages and find holes in Zone coverage, 
and his quickness, suddenness, and short area burst to create separation on short and 
intermediate routes. Lacks the size, physicality, and strength in his route running to win 
against physical and long Press corners once they get their hands on him, and the long 
speed to beat coverage vertically.         

2018: vs. CLE, at CIN, vs. CAR, vs. NO, at DAL

23
Winning %

38%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Increase in targets from 83 in 2016 to 105 in 2018, 2nd on team in receptions in 2018 
with 76, 3rd on team in yards in 2018 with 816, led the team in 2018 in yards after catch 
with 423        
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YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Clemson (SCCL)

Prospect (Last, First)

Humphries, Adam

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

Slot WR
DOB (Age)

6-24-93 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Violante, Nicholas

TEAM


